
14th December 2012

TREASURER’S REPORT: 30-09-2011 to 30-09-2012

My tenure as treasurer did not start right away as I needed to have my signature registered at the bank.
I therefore only began when I was handed over the financial documents at the Point a Pierre keep fit.
And only in January was I able to transact payments via cheque. I never saw the previous bills and could
only guess that all was well from the audited report given at the A.G.M.

It seemed to be the practice before to submit lists of expenditure without proper bills as I soon
discovered at the keep fit in Point a Pierre and following.  I did my best to correct this by stressing on the
accountability and importance of this.

As a result of this the reconciling of the accounts proved to be a difficult task but eventually achieved.

My recommendation to all is to be very particular in asking for receipts and account for every cent that
you spent in the name of T.T.T.F.  Registrations also have to be recorded properly so the collection can
be accounted for as well.  We have and audited report to be done for next year’s election and this would
certainly make the process a lot easier.

Further to this.  I will be searching for another reputable auditor to have the report done in a timely
fashion.  Any recommendations will be considered with references.

I used an accountant named Coreen Blandin and I have submitted the financial statements and
accountant’s report that she did.  The period of my tenure shows the accounts to have balanced but in
the year previous to that, she showed a shortage of $1760.00 in the accumulated fund from the
previous auditor’s statement.

I will be continuing in this post until the following year when we have the Annual General Meeting.
Further to this, I will be searching for another reputable auditor to have the repot done in a timely
fashion.  Any recommendations will be considered with proper references.

Alison Elliott

Treasurer
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